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Demand: 
Japan and the United States are crucial security partners. Since the two countries’ 
signing of their Mutual Security Treaty in 1951, Japan has hosted U.S. military bases 
critical to U.S. strategic interests in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond. In return, the 
U.S. has committed itself to defend Japan from external aggression. In the area of 
nuclear weapons, however, Japan’s alliance relationship with the United States has 
always been an uneasy one. In recent years, this tension has grown only more 
complex. Changing public attitudes and the emergence of new threats have begun to 
open a once-taboo dialogue about Japan’s own nuclear capabilities.  
 
Objective: 
This project extends research completed during Phase I to ask, “Will populism and 
natural disaster destabilize the US-Japan nuclear bargain?” NPS aims to fill an 
important gap in existing research by assessing the volatility of Japanese public 
opinion toward nuclear power and weapons; the degree to which this influences (or is 
influenced by) Japanese security policymakers; the resulting impact on the likelihood 
Japan will maintain its “strategically rational” nonnuclear policy stance and on its 
confidence in the US alliance; and “red flag” indicators and leverage points that allow 
the U.S. to detect and respond to shifts in these factors. 
 
Approach: 
NPS, collaborating with The Stimson Center, will perform qualitative research using 
primary and secondary sources in Japanese and English. Primary research will chiefly 
involve in-depth interviews in Japan with key politicians and policymakers from the 
ruling DPJ, opposition LDP, smaller parties (whose influence is amplified by a 
continuing divided-government stalemate), and mid- to senior-level bureaucrats in the 
Ministries of Defense and Foreign Affairs, the National Police Agency, and the Cabinet 
Secretariat. Interview subjects would also include journalists and scholarly analysts. A 
final report will share research findings with the broad policy community.  
 
